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Mystique a collection of lake myths - In Cameroon and Africa, lakes are sacred and often secret places. They fascinate curiosity and have often served as repositories of local histories, memories, and dreams. In "Mystique," Beatrice Bime offers readers a rich and seductive menu of reflection on the significance of legends and myths and the creative potential of storytelling. Through "Mystique: A Collection of Lake Myths," Beatrice Bime has displayed her creativity and storytelling gift.

Mystique a collection of lake myths project muse - Mystique: A Collection of Lake Myths - Thoughts went through Nyangono's head. He thought about the old woman on the riverbank. He thought about the old woman that he had named Chumvee. The old woman said, "Salt is the will to do something. Half the work is done if you want something." Nyangono was scared. He reluctantly went out about a half mile from his house and started to build a cattle pen. The old woman that he had named Chumvee said, "Salt said as if reading his thoughts the will to do something is half the work done."

African books collective Mystique a collection of lake myths - A Collection of Lake Myths by Beatrice Bime

Cameroon and Africa, lakes are sacred and often secret places. Mystique is a must-read and an opportunity for progeny to keep alive a tested and cherished heritage of story telling. Beatrice Bime has displayed creativity in story telling through a narrative technique which tends to.

Mystique a collection of lake myths by beatrice bime - Beatrice Bime is an international management consultant who enjoys humanitarian affairs. She holds a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree from the University of Wisconsin Whitewater, USA, and has worked in banking, government, national, and international organizations. She is author of some place some where. "Mystique: A Collection of Lake Myths" Langaa RPCIG Net - Mystique: A Collection of Lake Myths - July 17, 2009, written by Beatrice Bime Bime. Beatrice Bime is an international management consultant who enjoys humanitarian affairs. She holds a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree from the University of Wisconsin Whitewater, USA.

Mystique a collection of lake myths ebook 2009 - Mystique: A Collection of Lake Myths

Cameroon and Africa, lakes are sacred and often secret places. Mystique is a must read and an opportunity for progeny to keep alive a tested and cherished heritage of story telling. Beatrice Bime has displayed creativity in story telling through a narrative technique which tends to.

Mystique: A Collection of Lake Myths - by Beatrice Bime

Someplace Somewhere is an exemplary piece of socio-political satire. It is a collection of short reflective stories that highlight the predicament of a people. "Cameroon Mysteries Behind Lakes - Allafrica.com" - Minister Kibuh Henry recently in Yaounde launched Mystique: A Collection of Lake Myths by Beatrice Bime at the book launch recently in Yaounde. The Minister of Mines Water Resources and